Sensitivity, resolution and image quality with a multi-head SPECT camera.
This investigation sought to determine which collimation factors were most important in providing superior image quality with a three-headed SPECT device. The relationship between sensitivity, resolution and SPECT image quality was studied. Two different sets of parallel-hole collimators were used. The ultrahigh-resolution collimators have higher spatial resolution (8.9 versus 11.0 mm), but only 55% of the sensitivity of the high-resolution collimators. A phantom with hot rods was imaged with both collimator sets. Observers compared images with the ultrahigh-resolution collimators to images of varying counts with the high-resolution collimators and determined which high-resolution images matched the ultrahigh-resolution images in image quality. Eleven patient studies were acquired with both collimator sets for equal time, and observers chose which image set they preferred. Transverse images of brain and liver studies were simulated with varying resolution and counts and subjectively compared. The phantom study indicated that the improvement in resolution led to image quality comparable to increasing the number of counts by a factor of 2.5 to 3.4. The clinical studies showed that the ultrahigh-resolution collimators were preferred in a large majority of the cases. These trends were also seen in the simulation study. These results confirm that higher resolution collimators should be used with multihead SPECT devices. The improvement in resolution more than compensates for the loss in sensitivity, leading to an overall improvement in image quality.